Educational Experience

Sustainable Office Program Resource Guide

This guide has been developed to complement the Educational Experience section of the Checklist of Actions. If you have more questions after reviewing, please contact the SOP team at sustainability@lehigh.edu and we will be in contact with you shortly.

Academic Integration

- Curriculum Integration: This webpage is home to information on the curricular integration incentive program, resources, and details on upcoming workshops

- Teaching Sustainability Guide: This guide offers resources for incorporating sustainability into the wide variety of disciplines taught at Lehigh. As a premier residential research university, Lehigh is preparing students to address the grand challenges of our time by understanding the complex convergence of environmental, social, and economic factors underlying today’s challenges and by creating sustainable solutions for our resource-strapped future.

Experiential Learning

- Climate Action Strategy Toolkit: This toolkit assists faculty across Lehigh’s five colleges with integrating Lehigh’s commitment to sustainability and climate action into their courses

- Campus Sustainable Impact Fellowship: Campus Sustainable Impact Fellows are a highly self-selected cohort of undergraduate and graduate students from all disciplines across Lehigh University, focused on addressing challenges tied to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals on Lehigh University’s campus.